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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

Light can be sent long distances through high quality fiber with little dispersion or attenuation. The 1.5um
wavelength that is commonly used in communication systems corresponds to a frequency of 2*1014 Hz. A
bandwidth of even 0.1% of this carrier, 100GHz,is wider than any encountered in electrical systems.
Optical systems are also much less susceptible to interference in comparison to electrical systems. A
combination of the above factors has made optical communications the method of choice for distances over
100m, thus, requiring the development of network processor design for optical burst switching networks.

With the proliferation of the Internet and the exponential growth in bandwidth demand, Wavelength
Division Multiplexed (WDM) all optical transmission systems are fast becoming an attractive choice for
future telecommunication applications. The WDM approach is to keep the bit rate the same and add more
wavelengths, each carrying data at this bit rate. WDM is the most practical option today in comparison to
the Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) and the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) approaches. The SDM
approach requires more fibers and a separate set of optical amplifiers for each fiber, which in turn
contributes to a significant expense over long distances. Optical modules of very high frequency are
needed in TDM to obtain speed increase in individual channels. The distance limit due to chromatic
dispersion and Polarization mode dispersion is much larger for WDM transmission systems than for
equivalent TDM systems due to lower bit rates per channel employed in the WDM approach. WDM
systems are also more modular and cost effective compared to TDM in designing more complicated
networks and they are the preferred choice in this thesis. Hence, the goal of this thesis is the creation of

signaling message protocol (Just-In Time Protocol Accelerator Card) and associated architecture for WDM
burst-switching network. The premise of this architecture is simple – data, aggregated in bursts can be
transferred from one end point to the other by setting up light path just ahead of the data to set up the path.
Upon completion of data transfer the connection is timed out. The basic architectural assumptions are:
signaling is done out of band, data is transparent to the intermediate network entities, i.e. no electro-optical
conversion is done in the intermediate nodes, most of the intelligence of the network is concentrated on the
edge and global time synchronization between nodes is assumed.

Basic switch architecture presumes having a number of input and output ports, each carrying multiple
wavelengths (~160 in the prototype model). A separate wavelength on each port is dedicated to carrying the
signaling traffic. Any wavelength on an incoming port can be switched to either the same wavelength on
any outgoing port (no wavelength conversion), or any wavelength on any outgoing port (partial or total
wavelength conversion).

In this architecture, a signaling message attempting to setup a path for burst to travel from one point to the
other must inform all intermediate switches of the arrival of the burst to allow them to set up their mirror
cross-connection configuration to channel the data on one of the data wavelengths.
The basic network architecture is presented in the figure below. Some of its important components are
explained in further chapters. The figure should be used as reference architecture.

Just-In-Time
Protocol
Accelerator
Card

Just-In-Time
Protocol
Accelerator
Card

OBSE

OBSE
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1.2 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 starts off with architectural analysis of the message engine and its interface to the rest of the
system. Message engine hardware processes incoming Just-In-Time protocol signaling messages that are
sent on an optical fiber’s control signaling channel. The ME makes wavelength reservations requests to the
hardware controller of an optical switch matrix, and appropriate Just-In-Time protocol messages are output
by the Message engine (ME) on the control-signaling channel.

Chapter 3 discusses the signaling definition of the message engine that only addresses one aspect of the
network management and that is the connection setup. Depending the type of the connection being setup,
the signaling protocol performs sever functions: connection declaration, setup the connection route, data
transmission, maintain the state of existing connections and tear down the route of the connection.

Chapter 4 highlights the design flow and discusses in detail the message engine components. Justification is
provided for the choice of the individual modules and how they are pipelined in the design. The chapter
concludes with a brief discussion of scalability issues.

Chapter 5 describes the test goals, the test environments built for the computer simulation, testing
methodology and test suite development. There is couple of test goals that were carried out. The first set of
the test scripts tested the valid message formats and sequences for various services our protocol was
intended to support and used to validate normal operation of the signaling protocol implementation in all
three test environments. The second test script exhaustively tested abnormal message formats and
sequences and was used to validate the correct operation of the hardware implementation.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions drawn on the basis of the results obtained. Suggestions for future
work are also presented.
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Chapter 2: Architectural Overview

2.1 System Block Diagram

ATM
Network
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Figure 1: System Block Diagram

The JITPAC (Just In Time Protocol Acceleration Card) is standalone development card. It supports a
Single PCI port and two 100/10 Ethernet ports. An ATM copper NIC interfaces the PCI port. The
Signaling messages is transported over the ATM link to the JITPAC card. The JITPAC card contains
A local Motorola processor MPC8260 with external bridge device and Message Engine implemented as an
Altera 20K400C FPGA. The local processor will control all external ports (PCI, Ethernet Network,
Ethernet OBS). The PCI port Control and data interface is directly connected to the MPC8260 processor.
The Hardware Message Engine receives signaling data packets from the local processor via the 603e
(64-bit) bus. Figure 2 shows the board level data flow of the between the ATM signaling layer and the
JITPAC. Figure 3 shows Motorola processor MPC8260 and the Message Engine implemented as
An Altera 20K400C FPGA Interconnect.
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Figure 4 shows the Ingress and Egress Message Engine block diagram.
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Figure 2: Board Level Data flow
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Figure 4: Ingress and Egress Message Engines Block Diagrams

2.2 Register Access Block (RAB) Interface To Message Engine
The RAB is a module in the FPGA, which provides a method of communication between the JIT software
Running on the MPC8260 microprocessor and the Message Engines (MEs) in the FPGA. All RAB storage
Elements are memory-mapped and accessible via the 603 bus. In addition, there are four-message engine
Status signals, five interrupt request signals, and several control signals used for FPGA configuration. The
Figure 3 above shows all interface signals between the processor and the FPGA. RAB storage can be
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Viewed as a single bank of SRAM, 32-bits wide. Software has read access to all storage locations in the
RAB except the Ingress Message FIFOs and Forwarding Tables. From the perspective of the MEs, the
RAB consists of a large array of registers, some of which are inputs to ME modules and some of which are
Outputs from the MEs. The figure 5 below shows the interface signals between RAB and Message Engine.
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IME Data
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Status/Control
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Message Data
Crossconnect
EME0
EME1
EME2
EME3
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Figure 5: Message Engine Interface with RAB

Chapter 3: Signaling Definition

3.1 Overview
The signaling definition of the message engine that only addresses one aspect of the network management
and that is the connection setup. Depending the type of the connection being setup, the signaling protocol
performs sever functions: connection declaration, setup the connection route, data transmission, maintain
the state of existing connections and tear down the route of the connection. These phases can be
accomplished by signaling protocols in different fashion, depending on the assumptions made about the
network: the reliability of the individual links, scheduling capabilities of the switches and other factors.

3.2 Basic Assumptions About Signaling
Its assumed the following about the functionality of the signaling channels:
•

Signaling is done out of band

•

Signaling channel is unreliable link by link
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•

Signaling channel is presumed to posses low bit error rate (10^-15+)

The second bullet requires an explanation: making the signaling protocol reliable link by link requires
either positive or negative acknowledgements and the ability to retransmit lost messages. In Just-In-Time
environment, where burst travels with short delay behind signaling message, retransmitting a lost message
may delay it enough to render it useless (the burst may arrive at the switch before the signaling message
that sets up its path). Adding to this the increased burden on the signaling engine by making the signaling
protocol reliable, we came to a conclusion that this feature is in fact not desirable in a JIT optical burst
switch network.

3.3 Cross-Connect Configuration for Connection Setup
In literature on JIT OBS networks, four ways have been identified of configuring the switch fabric of an
incoming connection:
1.

Explicit setup and tear down: signaling messages sent by the source trigger the intermediate
switches on the path to configure the cross-connect for the incoming connection and then to
restore the original configuration.

2.

Explicit setup with estimated teardown: signaling message sent by the source indicates to the
intermediate switches when the cross-connect needs to be configured and the same message
carries the information about the estimated duration of the burst, so the switch knows when the
burst has passed and can allow the same cross-connect element to be used for a different
connection.

3.

Estimated setup and explicit teardown: signaling message carries information about the estimated
start of the burst, so the switch can delay configuring the cross-connect based on that estimate,
however there is an explicit teardown done by special signaling message, telling the switch the
connection is finished.

4.

Estimated setup and teardown: single signaling message carries enough information about the
burst to allow the intermediate switch to estimate both the start and the end of the burst to allow
the intermediate switch to estimate both the start and the end of the burst so that it configures the
cross-connect for the connection based on such estimates.
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The difference in these schemes is in the number of signaling message needed to setup a connection and in
the complexity of the scheduler needed to maintain the state of the intermediate switch.

The first scheme requires the simplest scheduler. In it the scheduler only needs to maintain the information
about the current occupancy of its cross-connect elements and this information is explicitly manipulated by
the arrival of special signaling messages. Its disadvantage lies in the amount of the signaling traffic
required for short bursts (two messages each) and in the amount of time the cross-connect is configured
compared to the time it is actually utilized by the connections.

Schemes (2) and (4) only require one signaling message per connection, however they require an
increasingly more sophisticated schedulers to be able to schedule connections passing through the switch.
Scheme (3), like scheme (1), requires two signaling messages.

Scheme (2) requires a scheduler to maintain an estimated deadline, when the specific cross-connect element
will no longer be utilized by the connection, so it can use it for new connections. Scheme (3) and (4)
require the scheduler to maintain a limited temporal horizon per outgoing channel (perhaps implemented as
sliding window) so the scheduler can tell whether at given moment in the future a channel will be occupied
or not. These schemes, however, become increasingly more efficient in the use of the network bandwidth,
in that they require that cross-connect is configured for less and less time compared to the time it is actually
utilized by the connection, thus resulting in lower blocking probability.

In our approach to signaling we decided to limit the definition to schemes (1). Scheme (3) is not very
useful, since it has both the disadvantage of requiring more signaling traffic and a more complex scheduler.
Scheme (4) use is limited due to the complexities of the scheduler.

The first signaling scheme we called it “Explicit Teardown”, while the second one we called it “Timed
Teardown”. One further aspect of signaling to be discussed is the state maintenance of long-lived
connection. While in scheme (1), the user opening a connection does not need to know its duration ahead of
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time, scheme (2) requires that and since rarely a user can specify that a connection will be required for a
precise duration of time, scheme (2) requires what we call “Keep-alive” messages, which are sent by the
originator of the connection and prevent the intermediate nodes from otherwise timing out the state of the
connection.

Additionally, these keep “Keep-alive” messages are also desirable for scheme (1) for the following reason
– in our early assumptions was stated that signaling channel is considered unreliable, therefore the explicit
teardown messages maybe lost, thus leaving certain connections permanently open. To avoid that a
maximum time-to-live is required for an established connection with a periodic “Keep-alive” to refresh its
state.

Based on the above discussion, “Keep-alive” messages will be used to maintain the state of long-lived
connections in both schemes (1) and (2).

Finally, as was mentioned in the architectural assumptions, two traffic types are defined: bursts and circuit
emulation. A burst may last a short time and require no state maintenance, or it can last long time so that
state maintenance with “keep-alive” messages is needed, thus becoming a light-path. Circuit emulation is
similar to such a light-path in its duration and maintenance mechanism, however it does not utilize a
wavelength for 100% of the time, but rather for known durations of time with known period.

3.4 Scheduler Complexity
The above section has mentioned scheduler complexity in relation to the type of the signaling flow utilized.
The “Explicit Teardown” scheme has the lowest required scheduler complexity – a simple occupied
indication for each cross-connect element used for a specific connection (output channel for non-blocking
switch architectures). Next is complexity is the “Timed Teardown”, which requires that a single deadline is
kept per switching element in a connection, to tell the scheduler when it can use this element for another
connection (a simple comparison of the deadline with the switch local time is required to determine
whether a cross-connect element can be used for a new connection or not).
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Both schemes (3) and (4) estimate the beginning of the burst, which by itself requires keeping a limited
knowledge of the future state of the switching element (unlike the first two schemes, which only require
knowledge of the present state). This in itself means that amount of information per switching element is
increased from a single number to an array; whose size depends how far into the future the switch is willing
to schedule. In addition to the space complexity, there arises a processing complexity in the scheduler,
which now has to decide whether it can fit a certain connection into schedule before the next one arrives.
Thus schemes (3) and (4) require a relatively complex scheduler mechanism. If circuit emulation (well
defined periodic bursts) is added to the supported connection types, the scheduler becomes even more
complex, because with circuit emulation, unlike the single burst traffic type, several connections can be
utilizing the switching element at the same time (their busy periods cannot overlap, of course). Thus a
scheduler that can support circuit simulation must by necessity be even more complex than the one needed
to support schemes (3) and (4). Hence, Circuit emulation traffic type was not used in the initial
implementations of this protocol.

3.5 Burst Delay
As was stated in the architecture section, the transfer of data across the network is achieved by sending a
signaling message ahead of the actual burst in order to set up the path for it. The idea is that while the
signaling message traverses the network, it needs to stay ahead of the burst in order to give intermediate
switches time to configure their cross-connect mirrors. The delay between the burst, which is optically
transparent to the network, the signaling message experiences processing delay at every intermediate
switch. Thus the problem becomes that of estimating the initial burst delay ahead of time before the
message is sent. This estimate is tied to the number of hops on the connection path. While the exact
mechanism to perform and refine this estimation remains the topic of further investigation, its important to
understand that this estimation mechanism must be present in the network in order for it to function. In our
initial implementation of JIT protocol we make the assumption that no burst delay is required.
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3.6 Connection Phases
Each connection in out Optical Burst Switched (OBS) network goes through a number of well-defined
phases:
a)

Session Declaration

b) Connection Route Setup
c)

Data Transmission

d) State Maintenance
e)

Session Release

Its worth noting that these are uni-cast connections and in relation to signaling schemes earlier also have all
of these phases, however some of them are collapsed into single step. For example the Setup message
serves to: Announce the connection to the network (Session Declaration), setup the route of the connection
(Connection Route Setup) and announce the arrival of the burst (Data Transmission). Thus, combining the
first three phases, which are followed by either explicit or implicit session release. These connections have
state maintenance phase. This phase is intended for long-lived connections that require the “Keep-Alive”
message as described above.

3.7 Message Types
Basic message types required to setup a uni-cast connection in JIT OBS network are described in the table
1 below:
Table 1: Message engine message types
Message Type

Message Function

Currently Supported

Session Declaration

Notify the network that a persistent – route

No

connection is being setup.
Setup

Notify the network that a burst is arriving.

Yes

Keep-Alive

State maintenance message periodically sent by

Yes

the source.
Release

In explicit release scheme tells the intermediate
node the connection is being torn down.
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Yes

Failure

Indicates general failure of connection setup

Yes

Connect

Optionally returned by the destination client

Yes

node to the source to acknowledge the
connection setup.

3.8 Signaling Message Format
Just-In-Time protocol will utilize a single signaling message structure. Its separated into three parts:
common header, hard-path information elements and soft-path information elements. The concept of an
information element is borrowed from ATM. Each information element carries data that pertains to a
particular aspect of the signaling protocol in which it is being utilized.

The information elements are separated into hard-path and soft-path, depending on whether they are intended to be
processes by hardware or software, respectively. The structure of information elements in both hard-path and softpath is the same – it’s a TLV triple (type, length, value). This uniformity allows migrating information elements
from soft-path to hard-path as hardware matured so that it is capable of processing more information elements.
Figure 6 below shows the signaling message structure.

6 bytes

64 bytes
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CRC
16

Hard pa th I E
16 Bi t M as k
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Fi eld
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Figure 6: Signaling message structure

Inside the hard-path and soft-path headers there is information about the number of information elements
presents in each header. Each header has a variable length vector of offsets for each information element
present in the header, so that the IEs can be easily identified inside the header and parsed.
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The hard-path header makes it easier to determine which particular IEs are present in the header by
providing a bit-vector. A single bit set in vector in a specific position corresponds to specific IE type
present in the header. This makes it easy for the hardware to parse the header and determine invalid IE
combinations. Of course, the number of hard-path IEs in the header is limited to the length of the bit-vector.

Unlike the hard-path header, which allows the parser to see which particular IEs are present in it, the softpath header simply presents a vector of <type, offset> for each IE. Thus the software scans the entire vector
before it knows all the IEs present in the soft-path header. However, unlike the hard-path header, the
number of IEs that can be present in the soft-path header is unlimited.

The common header that is present in each signaling message has the information about the specific
signaling protocol this message relates to (connection setup, routing etc.), protocol version used to create
the message, message type and over all length and the offset to the beginning of the soft-path header. This
last offset allows the software and hardware to begin parsing their respective headers in parallel, without
software having to parse the hard-path first.

Finally, each message is appended with a CRC-32 sequence for integrity verification. The table 2 below
shows the signaling message definition. Figure 3 table shows Hardware message switched types.
Table 2: Signaling message definition
Message

Bits

Partitions

(Max)

Protocal Type

8

Undefined

N

Protocol

8

Version Defines Hardpath IE and Softpath IE

Y

Version

Description

Hardware
Supported

00: Proto/Undefined
01: Setup/Setup_Ack/Keepalive/Release
02: Setup/Setup_Ack/Keepalive/Release/Connect/
Failure
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03: Setup/Setup_Ack/Keepalive/Release/Connect/
Failure/Session Declaration/ Session Release/
Reserve

8

Undefined

Message Type

8

See Table 2

Y

Message

8

Total Signaling Message Length

N

8

HW Message Length

Y

16

Bit mask for IE location (See Mask Field Table)

Y

8

Offset value for the IE field. Offset measured from end of IE

Y

Length
Soft

Path

Offset
Hardpath

IE

Mask
IE-Vec. Offset

Vector Offset field. Scaleable in FPGA

Hardpath IE

64bytes

The information element is defined in IE Bit definition.

Y

CRC32

32

Error checking

Y

Table 3: Hardware switched message types

Message Type

Value

Definition

Session

00

Notify the network that a persistent-path Unicast or Multicast connection is

Declaration

being set up. This is a session declaration that set a path for continuous data
path allocation?

Setup

01

Notify the network that a burst is arriving. This type session is for single burst
of data and will be followed eventually with a release.

Declaration
ACK

02

Acknowledgement of Session Declaration by the called party (Client Node or
Last Switch on Route) not by the called switch.
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Setup ACK

03

Acknowledgement from the first Ingress switch to the Client Node.

Failure

04

General connection failures

Connect

05

Message returned to the Calling switch from the Called switch

Keepalive

06

Message sent to maintain connectivity on a route due to that channel
utilization. The keep alive signal prevents a timeout condition from occurring.

Release

07

Releases an existing unicast connection (explicit teardown) or used to
teardown session routing tree in a multicast connection. Also used to force a
teardown due to lack of resources

Session

08

Used to terminate a session

Add Party

09

Adds new party to existing to existing multicast session

Add

0A

Acknowledges receipt of the Add Party message

Drop Party

0B

Drops party from a multicast session

Drop-Party

0C

Acknowledges that the Party was dropped

Release

Party

ACK

ACK

Chapter 4 Design Flow of The Message Engine

4.1 Architectural Overview of The Message Engine
The message engine consists of 13 modules that are pipelined in 5 different stages. The first phases of the
JIT protocol, its assumed that the message engine process one message at a time. Messages are loaded by
software running on the MPC8260 microprocessor. The figure below 7 shows the block diagram and the 5
different stages of how message is being processed inside the message engine.

Input Port

REGISTER ACCESS BLOCK
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Figure 7: Top level block diagram of the Message Engine

4.2 Register Access Block (RAB) Module
The Register Access Block (RAB) is a module in the FPGA, which provides a method of communication
between the JIT software running on the MPC8260 microprocessor and the Message Engines (MEs) in the
FPGA (See figure 3). It consists of a large storage array with interface modules to the 603-bus and the
Message Engines. The table 4 below lists some of the information that is stored in the RAB. Read/Write
(RW) permissions are also listed for the processor and the Message Engines.

Table 4: RAB Storage Elements
Data Type

Read/Write
8260
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ME’s

Ingress Message Data

W

R

Forwarding Tables

W

R

Sub-domain Width Configuration

RW

R

Port Connections (Switch/Node)

RW

R

Timer Max Values (Keepalive, Connection)

RW

R

Interrupt Mask Register

RW

R

Interrupt Cause Register

R

W

Egress Message Data

R

W

Cross Connect Tables (Mirror Control)

R

W

Software has several interfaces with RAB-FPGA. All RAB storage elements are memory-mapped and
accessible via the 603 bus. In addition, there are four message engine status signals, five interrupt request
signals, and several control signals used for RAB-FPGA configuration. Figure 3 shows all interface signals
between the processor and the FPGA. RAB storage can be viewed as a single bank of SRAM, 32-bits
wide. Software has read access to all storage locations in the RAB except the Ingress Message FIFOs and
Forwarding Tables.

RAB storage is word addressable. If the processor attempts a read or writes access not on a word
boundary, the operation is ignored. In addition, there are ranges within the 2^32 address space which are
invalid. An invalid memory address is one that does not correspond to a physical storage location in the
RAB. Any memory address, which does not appear in the memory map table, is considered invalid. Reads
and writes to invalid memory addresses will be ignored.

A General Purpose Chip Select Machine (GPCM) in the Memory Controller is used to facilitate all
read/write access to the RAB. Initially the processor will be configured for Single MPC8260 Bus Mode.
In this mode, the MPC8260 is always bus master and the bus is used only for memory accesses, which are
handled by the Memory Controller.
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Each Ingress Message Engine has a “done” flag which, when asserted, tells software that the IME has
finished reading the message data currently in its FIFO and another ingress message can been loaded by
software.

In addition to a memory-based interface and Message Engine status signals, there are also interrupt request
signals from the Message Engines. An interrupt may be requested from the processor for one of several
reasons. There is a dedicated interrupt signal from each EME, which is asserted when an egress message is
ready and waiting in an EME Buffer for forwarding. The service routine for this interrupt should read the
egress message from the appropriate buffer to clear the interrupt. At the beginning of the buffer there is a
header which indicates the length of the message and includes information needed to update the mirror
cross connections, if necessary.

There is another interrupt signal that is used for all other interrupt requests. These may be requests for
software to generate Failure messages indication of a FIFO Overflow, or Connection Timeout.

The service routine for this interrupt involves reading the Interrupt Source Register to find out which IME
is requesting an interrupt. Then the Interrupt Cause Register (ICR) for that IME will be read to find out the
reason for the interrupt request. Each bit in the ICR corresponds to a different interrupt cause.

If a Failure message needs to be generated, software will then read the appropriate Failure Message Data
(FMD) registers, which contain the Destination Address and Call Reference IE’s for the Failure message.
The Source Address of the Failure message will be the address of the switch where the failure is detected.
The value for the Cause IE can be calculated based on the contents of the ICR. At this time, there is no
Label IE provided by the FPGA. For circumstances in which software wishes to mask some interrupts,
there is an Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) that may be set. Each bit in the IMR is set to mask interrupt
requests resulting from a particular cause.
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The following tables list all interrupt causes. Table 5 lists the Egress Message Ready Interrupts. Table 6
lists interrupts requesting Failure message generation and there associated Cause IE codes, while table 7
lists all other interrupt causes. Grey areas in a table indicate features that are not currently supported by
hardware.

Table 6: Egress Message Ready Interrupts
Interrupt Cause

Egress message ready at EME0
Egress message ready at EME1
Egress message ready at EME2
Egress message ready at EME3

Table 6: Hardware Failure Condition Interrupts
Failure Cause

Interrupt

Cause

IE

Failure Condition

/

Description

Message Processing Errors
0x0001

TTL Expiration

The TTL counter in parsed message equals zero.

0x0002

Invalid/Missing

One or more information elements in a ingress message

Information Element

have illegal values.

Signal/Data Collision

Burst delay field of ingress message equals zero.

0x0003

This

indicates that the data burst has caught up with the SETUP
message.
0x0004

Message
Error

Sequence

A message has been received which doesn’t follow an
appropriate sequence. Examples of this are two SETUP
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messages with the same label or a KEEPALIVE or
RELEASE message with no prior SETUP.
0x0005

No Route to Host

No Forwarding Table entry found when processing Setup.

0x0006

Connection Blocked

The output port/wavelength that is needed is already being
used by a higher (or equal) QoS connection.

0x0007

Connection Unavailable

This would only occur when processing a SETUP message.
In this case, all connection state machines in the IME are
being used and another connection cannot be set up at this
time.

0x0008

Burst Pre-empted

An active burst was pre-empted by a higher QoS
connection.

Table 7: Other Interrupts
Interrupt Cause

Description

FIFO Overflow

Software attempted to overwrite an ingress message FIFO
before the IME finished reading the current message.
This error condition is detected in the RAB. The write is
not allowed to occur and the message engines are not
informed of the error.

Connection Timeout

A connection has timed out. The corresponding crossconnect must be torn down.

The RAB also communicates with the Message engine. From the perspective of the MEs, the RAB consists
of a large array of registers, some of which are inputs to ME modules and some of which are outputs from
the MEs. Figure 8 below shows the interface between the RAB module and the rest of the Message Engine.
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Figure 8: RAB interface with Message engine
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The following table 8 lists some of the configuration registers read by the IMEs from the RAB.
Table 8: IME Configuration Signals
Signal Name

Width

I/O

Description

O

Port Connection Register. Indicates whether each input port

(bits)

Port Connections
PCR

4

is connected to a Client or a Switch. If the port is connected
to a Client, the IME should send a SETUP ACK whenever a
SETUP message is received.
Timer Max Values
ka_timer_max

32

O

Max value for KeepAlive timer

conn_timer_max

32

O

Max value for Connection timer.

Port Connection Register
Abbreviation

Bits

Description

PCR

0-3

1’b1: Port connected to a Client
1’b0: Port connected to a Switch
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0

Port 0 Connection

1

Port 1 Connection

2

Port 2 Connection

3

Port 3 Connection

4.3 Ingress Message Engine Interface (IME) Module
Ingress Message Engine (IME) module is interface module that communicates with RAB and it’s the first
stage (See figure 7) of processing messages when they are being loaded by software. When a message
arrives for a particular IME, the processor loads it into the appropriate FIFO. There is a Write Address
Pointer, which always points to the last word that was written by the processor. The IME monitors this
pointer and never reads past it.

The IME knows when it has reached the end of valid message data in the FIFO because it can parse the
message length from the beginning of the signaling message. Once the write pointer reaches the end of the
current message, it remains there until a new message is loaded. At that time it points to the beginning of
the new message data. Figure 9 below shows the logical diagram of the IME FIFO.

Figure 9: IME Logical diagram
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in_validX

read_addrX

Clock

Combining stages 1 and 2, when a message arrives, it first passes through the IME. It then is fed to the
Message Parser and the CRC Checker in parallel (see figure 7). The Message Parser strips from the
message the information elements that are needed by other modules in the engine. The CRC checker
checks to make sure there are no errors in the message data. When the CRC check is complete a flag is set
to notify the rest of the modules. The value of the flag will depend on whether or not if the CRC checker
detected an error in the data or not.

4.4 Message Parser Module
The Message parser will be composed of a combinational logic block, two counters, 16 Mask Register,
Priority encoder like logic, DMUX, and an output register bank and a controller. The Parser will read 16
bits of data from the ESB/RAN every cycle. A counter will keep track of the number of bytes read so far.
The counter will tell us which part of the message is being read in the current cycle.

The Common Header will be multiplexed into the appropriate output registers. The mask will be stored in
the Mask Register. The Mask register and the length field will be used to parse the rest of the information
elements. Whenever a field is parsed and stored in the corresponding output register the appropriate valid
signal will be asserted. Due to the pipelined design, some elements will be available before others, So
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every element has a valid signal associated with it, which tells when the register (field) is ready to be used.
Figure 10 below shows the logical diagram of the parser module.
Figure 10: Message Parser logic diagram

At stages 1 and 2, the information elements are striped and CRC check is done to make sure there are no
errors in the message data.

4.5 CRC Checker/Generator Module
This module performs a calculation on the message data to see if there were any errors introduced during
transmission. CRC16 was implemented, and only the hard-path will be checked for errors. The CRC
Checker and CRC Generator have a similar architecture, which is basically composed of a combinational
block that will calculate the reminder of the division of the 8 bit input data by the generator polynomial. A
controller that will feedback the intermediate CRCs into the logic again along with the next 8-bit of data
And loop until the message is complete. For the CRC-Checker the controller will output a 2-bit valid signal
Indicating the status of the CRC-checker (00 ->Idle, 01 ->Valid, 10 ->Invalid, 11->Busy). For the CRC
Generator the controller will output a valid signal and the 16 bit final checksum. The CRC Module
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initializes the output register to all ones (0xFFFF) to be able to detect leading zeros. Figure 11 below
shows the block diagram of the CRC-checker.
Figure 11: CRC-Checker block diagram

If the CRC detects an error, the State connection Maintenance module (SCM) reads the Call Reference of
the dropped message from and notes the reason for the drop. The SCM will then update the Register
Access Block with this information. The Register Access Block keeps running statistics of how many
messages are dropped and the reasons for these drops.

If the CRC check is passed, then other modules in the design are allowed to read in the parsed information
Elements that they need and the message is processed further.

4.6 Forwarding Engine
4.6.1 Message Engine Addressing Scheme
The message engine for Just-In-Time protocol will utilize a hierarchical addressing scheme with variable
length addresses similar in sprit to that of the ITU telephony standard.
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Each address field will be

represented by an address LV (length, Value). The length of the address is allocated 8 bits, thus allowing
maximum of 2048 bit address length.

Administrative Domain Level 1

Admin. Domain Level 2

Address Length

Admin. Domain Level N

Address Value

8 bits

Length*8bits
Max 2048 bits
Figure 12: Proposed Addressing Structure

The idea of hierarchical addressing presumes that different administrative entities can be responsible of
assigning their part of the address hierarchy and leave to their discretion the length and further hierarchical
subdivision of address space. This is contrary to the fixed length addressing schemes, where blocks of
address must be allocated for different entities thus resulting in inefficient use of address space. Figure 13
below is the hypothetical outline of the hardware-addressing scheme in the forwarding module.
Figure 13: Domain Hierarchy
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Initial design will allow four levels of address domain.
Level 1: Client node address
Level 2: Sub-domain (MCNC, NREN, ATDNET)
Level 3: Sub-domain (DIA, NRL, LTS)
Level 4: Sub-domain TOP
Each level will be assigned 8 bits of address. The forwarding engine will begin by breaking down the
address space and searching the forwarding table for the different level addresses. The following represent
domains with 8 bit wide identifiers.

Client 1:

x_x_x_x_x_1_1_1

Client 2:

x_x_x_x_x_1_1_2

Client 3:

x_x_x_x_x_1_2_1

Client 4:

x_x_x_x_x_1_2_2

Client 5:

x_x_x_x_x_1_3_1

Client 6:

x_x_x_x_x_1_3_2

Client 7:

x_x_x_x_x_3_1_1

Client 8:

x_x_x_x_x_3_1_2

Client 9:

x_x_x_x_x_2_1_1

Client10:

x_x_x_x_x_2_1_2

Where x = unused nibble

The minimum domain address would be a nibble (4 bit) space. Therefore, our 32-bit address could be
broken down into eight nibble wide sub-domains. Limitations must be set during administration
configuration of the domain address as the address width increases. For example if there were multiple path
from one domain to the next there would have to be a maximum number of options set. Current design
supports 7 sub-domains. Administration configuration of the forwarding tables will be handled via the
RAB. Software will set the sub-domains length field devisable on the nibble boundary.
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4.6.2 Forwarding Engine Configuration
There are several registers in the RAB, which store configuration information for the Forwarding Engine.
The switch address register contains the 32-bit address of the switch in which the Forwarding Engine is
located.

Once the software running on MPC8260 microprocessor configures the Register Access Block (RAB), the
forwarding tables are loaded before normal message processing can begin. During the loading process, the
contents of the forwarding tables are written to memory-mapped locations in the RAB and subsequently
stored locally within each Ingress Message Engine.

To begin the loading process, software must first load the sub-domain width registers and the switch
address register, and assert the “ft_load” flag. This flag remains asserted until all forwarding table contents
have been loaded.
The Forwarding Tables can be viewed as two arrays. There is an array of sub-domain addresses and an
array of output ports. Both arrays are 32 entries deep. This supports eight sub-domains with up to four
entries each. Table 9 below shows the forwarding table format, with entry numbers at the far right.

Table 9: Forwarding table format

Sub-Domain Table 0
Sub-domain Address
Sub-domain Address
Sub-domain Address
Sub-domain Address

Output
Output
Output
Output

:

Port
Port
Port
Port

Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry

0
1
2
3

Port
Port
Port
Port

Entry
Entry
Entry
Entry

0
1
2
3

:

Sub-Domain Table 7
Sub-domain Address
Output
Sub-domain Address
Output
Sub-domain Address
Output
Sub-domain Address
Output
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4.6.3 Forwarding Engine Operation
The Forwarding Engine examines its switch address and the destination address of the message being
processed and finds the first sub-domain mismatch between the two. These sub-domain bits are then used
to access the Forwarding Table and obtain the correct output port.

Two memory blocks are used to implement the Forwarding Table in hardware. The first is a Content
Addressable Memory (CAM), which is used for address lookup. The second memory block is a RAM,
which is used for port lookup.

Two steps are needed to find the correct output port. First, the CAM is accessed using the sub-domain bits
provided by the Forwarding Engine. Inside the CAM, a comparison is made with the 4 entries in the
specified sub-domain. The CAM returns the address at which the sub-domain bits were found. This
address is then used in a read access of the RAM to retrieve the correct output port number. Figure 14
below shows the logical diagram of the forwarding engine.
Figure 14: Forwarding Engine logic diagram
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Output port #

The Forwarding Table has an internal structure which meets two criterion: reasonable access time by the
Forwarding Engine and efficient use of FPGA resources.

Two memory blocks are used to implement the Forwarding Table in hardware. The first is a Content
Addressable Memory (CAM), which is used for address lookup. The second memory block is a RAM that
is used for port lookup.

Two steps are needed to find the correct output port. First, the CAM is accessed using the sub-domain bits
provided by the Forwarding Engine. Inside the CAM, a comparison is made with the 4 entries in the
specified sub-domain. The CAM returns the address at which the sub-domain bits were found. This
address is then used in a read access of the RAM to retrieve the correct output port number.

The CAM and RAM have a parallel structure. Since each switch has a maximum of 4 connected ports, 4
entries are needed per sub-domain in the Forwarding Table. At eight sub-domains, there are 32 total entries
in each memory. The figure below shows how the CAM and RAM are organized.

Note that the “data” elements in the CAM are the sub-domain bits. Since the maximum sub-domain size is
32 bits, the CAM is 32 bits wide as well. For sub-domains smaller than 32 bits wide, the required numbers
of most significant bits are used for data storage. The RAM is 32 bits wide as well, so that the CAM and
RAM addresses match up and no decoding is necessary before looking up the output port number.
However, only the two most significant bits contain valid data, since that is all that is needed to represent
four port numbers. Table 10 below shows the table architecture inside the Forwarding Engine.
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Table 10: Forwarding table architecture

0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03

:

:

0x1C
0x1D
0x1E
0x1F
5-bit
Wide
Lookup
Addr

Output Port
Number Look up
(RAM)
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03

32 Entries

32 Entries

Sub-domain
Address Lookup
(CAM)

:

Sub-domain 0

:

0x1C
0x1D
0x1E
0x1F

32-bit w ide
Sub-domain
Addresses

5-bit
Wide
Lookup
Addr

:
Sub-domain 7

2-bit Wide
Port Numbers +
valid bit (LSB)

4.7 State Connection Maintenance (SCM) Module
This module can be viewed as the main controller of the whole message engine. Whenever a new message
is loaded by software into the message engine and the parser validates the information elements of the
message, the SCM sets the connection route to pass the message, adds that connection to its internal lookup table and sets of internal timer to maintain that connection if the message is setup, if the message is
keep-alive, the SCM looks its internal look-up table for valid connection, if valid connection is available, it
rolls over the keep-alive timer to its initial system timer value and maintains that connection. If the message
is release, the connection is torn down and that path is cleared for next available connection. If the message
type is failure, no connection path is setup but just will pas through the message engine. All of the above
operations are performed if the CRC check is valid. Otherwise, the message is dropped and reported to
RAB to generate interrupts.

The SCM also handles mirror cross-connect configuration table. This is a table that is inside the RAB that
software has access to read and write to configure the mirrors whenever the message engine processes new
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message downstream or upstream. Every time a light-path is set up or torn down, the mirror configuration
must be updated.

The SCM being the biggest and most complex module of the message engine, its components include finite
state machine that keeps track of the 8 multiple connections that the SCM supports, an internal table
implemented as array of registers that hold intermediate information needed to process each message type,
combinational logic block for reporting interrupts and statistics and ability to configure the mirror cross
connection table inside the RAB.

4.7.1 Mirror Cross Connection Table
Every time a light-path is set up or torn down, the mirror configuration must be updated. There are three
circumstances in which this may happen: Setup message received & forwarded, release message received
& forwarded and when connection timeout.

When a Setup or Release message is read by software from a buffer in the RAB, there is a header at the top
of the buffer that contains cross connection information. A valid bit indicates a cross connection update
when asserted. At the same time, the SCM module updates the Mirror Cross Connection (MCC) table.
The format of the MCC Table 11 is shown below. The gray columns indicate features not supported in the
first JITPAC implementation.
Table 11: Mirror cross connection table
Mirror Cross Connection Table
Address
Output

Data
Port

Wavelength

Input

[1:0]

[2:0]

0

Port

SCM #

Priority

[1:0]

[3:0]

[3:0]

0

X

X

X

X

:

:

:

:

:

:

0

7

X

X

X

X
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#

Valid Bit

1

0

X

X

X

X

:

:

:

:

:

:

1

7

X

X

X

X

2

0

X

X

X

X

:

:

:

:

:

:

2

7

X

X

X

X

3

0

X

X

X

X

:

:

:

:

:

:

3

7

X

X

X

X

(MSB)

(LSB)

(MSB)

(LSB)

For Connection Timeouts, the MCC table is updated and the processor is interrupted. The MCC table
updates that result from a Connection Timeout, ICRx[9] is asserted concurrently with the update request
signal “mcc_req1[X]”.

Update data consists of an input port number and a valid bit. For a cross-connect setup the Valid bit is set.
For a release, the valid bit is cleared. Update address is a concatenation of the output port number and the
Channel Number-1. The Channel Number is contained in the Channel Descriptor message IE. The output
port is used to index the MCC table because this ensures that no two IME’s can setup a cross connect to the
same output port on the same wavelength.

An example of an MCC update by IME0 to connect Input Port 0 with Output Port 3 using Channel 6 would
proceed as follows:
IME0 loads mcc_addr0 w/ 5’b11101
IME0 loads mcc_data0 w/ 3’b 001
IME0 asserts mcc_req[0]
MCC Arbiter asserts mcc_ack [0] and mcc_grant [0] simultaneously, for one clock cycle.
MCC Table is updated
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In response to an update request, the arbiter always asserts the corresponding Mcc_ack signal some time
later. If the grant signal simultaneously asserted, then the update was successful. Otherwise the update
was not made. Updates which release the cross-connect (by setting the valid bit to zero) will always be
granted. The only circumstance in which a cross-connect setup will not be granted is if there is already a
valid cross connection set up.

The tables 12 below list interface signals between the RAB and the Message Engines. The “I/O” column
indicates input/output from the RAB. The first table lists interface signals for table updates resulting from
Setup and Release message processing. The second table lists interface signals for table updates resulting
from Connection Timeouts.

The MCC Table 13 Arbiter in the RAB has one set of interface signals for each IME. There is a module
between the RAB and the IMEs called MCC mux which muxes the interface signals for Setup/Release
Updates and Connection Timeout Updates. Setup/Release Updates always have priority.

Table 12: Mirror Cross Connection Table Interface (Setup and Release Updates)
Signal Name

Width

I/O

Description

I

Write request signals from each IME. A request must remain

(bits)

IME Write Requests
mcc_req

4

asserted until a grant is given in order for the update to be
successful.
4’bxxx1: Request from IME0
4’bxx1x: Request from IME1
4’bx1xx: Request from IME2
4’b1xxx: Request from IME3
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IME Ack/Nacks
mcc_ack

4

O

Asserted for one clock cycle to acknowledge an IME’s write
request. During the clock cycle that an Ack is asserted, grant
signal for the corresponding IME is valid.
4’bxxx1: Acknowledge to IME0
4’bxx1x: Acknowledge to IME1
4’bx1xx: Acknowledge to IME2
4’b1xxx: Acknowledge to IME3

IME Grants
mcc_grant

4

O

Tells the IME whether its write was granted or not.
4’bxxx1: Grant to IME0
4’bxx1x: Grant to IME1
4’bx1xx: Grant to IME2
4’b1xxx: Grant to IME3

Write Addresses
mcc_addr0

5

I

Write address, IME0

mcc_addr1

5

I

Write address, IME1

mcc_addr2

5

I

Write address, IME2

mcc_addr3

5

I

Write address, IME3

mcc_data0

3

I

Write data, IME0

mcc_data1

3

I

Write data, IME1

mcc_data2

3

I

Write data, IME2

mcc_data3

3

I

Write data, IME3

Write Data
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Table 13: Mirror Cross Connection Table Interface (Connection Timeout Updates)
Signal Name

Width

I/O

Description

I

Write request signals from each IME. A request must remain

(bits)

IME Write Requests
mcc_req1

4

asserted until a grant is given in order for the update to be
successful.
4’bxxx1: Request from IME0
4’bxx1x: Request from IME1
4’bx1xx: Request from IME2
4’b1xxx: Request from IME3
IME Ack/Nacks
mcc_ack1

4

O

Asserted for one clock cycle to acknowledge an IME’s write
request. During the clock cycle that an Ack is asserted, grant
signal for the corresponding IME is valid.
4’bxxx1: Acknowledge to IME0
4’bxx1x: Acknowledge to IME1
4’bx1xx: Acknowledge to IME2
4’b1xxx: Acknowledge to IME3

IME Grants
mcc_grant1

4

O

Tells the IME whether its write was granted or not.
4’bxxx1: Grant to IME0
4’bxx1x: Grant to IME1
4’bx1xx: Grant to IME2
4’b1xxx: Grant to IME3

Write Addresses
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mcc_addr10

5

I

Write address, IME0

mcc_addr11

5

I

Write address, IME1

mcc_addr12

5

I

Write address, IME2

mcc_addr13

5

I

Write address, IME3

mcc_data10

3

I

Write data, IME0

mcc_data11

3

I

Write data, IME1

mcc_data12

3

I

Write data, IME2

mcc_data13

3

I

Write data, IME3

Write Data

MCC Write Address
Abbreviation

Bits

Description

mcc_addrX

0-2

Channel Number – 1:
3’d0: Channel 1
3’d1: Channel 2
3’d2: Channel 3
3’d3: Channel 4
3’d4: Channel 5
3’d5: Channel 6
3’d6: Channel 7
3’d7: Channel 8

3-4

Output Port Number:
2’d0: Output Port 0
2’d1: Output Port 1
2’d2: Output Port 2
2’d3: Output Port 3
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MCC Write Data
Abbreviation

Bits

Description

mcc_dataX

0

Valid bit. Indicates a valid MCC Table entry. Valid entries correspond to active
cross-connects.

1-2

Input Port Number:
2’d0: Input Port 0
2’d1: Input Port 1
2’d2: Input Port 2
2’d3: Input Port 3

4.7.2 Functional And Block Diagram of The SCM
Figure 15: Functional and Block Diagram of The SCM
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Output Label

The above figure shows the complex components the SCM consists and its interactions.

4.8 Field Update Module
This module receives data that should only be updated from the parser and passes 16-bit data to the output
to Message Reassembly module. It only changes two fields the Label and TTL. If the message type is setup
the label is created in the SCM and passed to the Field Update module, if the message type is a keep-alive
the SCM looks up the label and supply it to this module FU. TTL is always decremented by one; the new
data is passed to the Message reassembly module. This module keeps track of the value of the TTL and if it
reaches zero or expires it flags and notifies the SCM to generate interrupt signals to RAB. Therefore,
failure message can be generated. Figure 16 below shows the block diagram of the Field Update module
with Message Reassembly.
Figure 16: Field Update Block diagram
ÿ

ÿ
Field Update module

Message Reassembly
Module

ÿ

ÿ

Inputs from the field Update module come from the Message Parser and the State Connection Maintenance
modules.
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4.9 ACK/NACK Generation Module
The ACK/NACK module will develop the acknowledgement messages back to the node. This is the basic
novel of this protocol. Refer to the signaling definition chapter how connections are being setup and
teardown.

The ingress switch generates a Setup Ack for the client whenever a setup message is processed. The Setup
message is forwarded to the next node first. Then Setup Ack is sent to the client. The output port for a
Setup Ack is same as the input port number of the Setup message.

The Setup message is processed as usual and sent via the crossbar to the egress message buffer. There is an
IME controller, which notes that a Setup message has just been forwarded and therefore a Setup Ack
should be sent to the client. The Setup Nack also goes through the same path but the most significant bit
reversed. Table 14 below shows the setup message information elements.
Table 14: Setup Message IEs
IE

Size (bits)

Description

Source Address

32

Switch Address

Destination Address

32

Client Address

Label

32

Forward label from the SCM module.

Call Reference

64

From the Setup message

Channel Descriptor

64

From the Setup message

Delay Estimator

32

Unused/empty/zero’s

4.10 Output Port Requester (OPR) Module
When a message is sent to the Message engine, its parsed and all information elements are stripped from it,
its content goes through CRC check, forwarding engine using the information in the source and destination
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address chooses which output port number will the message go through then the state connection
maintenance module creates specific connection for the message, updates the cross-connect table in RAB
and forwards the output port number to the output port number requester module.

At stage 4 of the message processing, the OPR module operates in two modes. The first is for normal
message processing. The second is for processing a Setup Ack. The only difference is which output port is
Requested. In normal mode, the output port is obtained from the SCM. In Setup Ack mode, the output
port is fixed as the IME port number. A signal indicating the current mode comes from the IME controller.
The OPR uses a "valid" signal as its request to the Crossbar. The valid signal indicates that the output port
number sent to the Crossbar is being requested. There are four grant lines, one for each output port. The
Crossbar asserts the grant line corresponding to the requested port. The OPR may have to wait for an
undefined (but finite) period of time before its request is granted.

When a request is granted, the "transmit" signal is asserted which tells the Message Reassembly module
(MRA) that it may use the Crossbar. When the Message Reassembly module is done, it asserts a "done"
signal back to the OPR. For the case when a Setup Ack should be sent, the OPR needs to return to its
default state between the Setup and Setup Ack so that it can request the new output port. During this time
the "done" signal from the MRA will go low, transmit will go low, valid will go low, & grant will go low.

However, the output port valid signal from the SCM will remain high. Therefore it is important that the
mode be switched while "done" from the MRA is asserted so that when it again goes low, the correct output
port is requested. There is great interactive and handshaking between the OPR, Message Reassembly and
Crossbar Modules.

4.11 Message Reassembly Module
This module reads the message from the RAB FIFO and transmits 32 bits at a time over the bus when it
gets a signal (transmit) from the OPR that the bus has been granted. While reading from the FIFO this
module locates the label and the TTL and replaces them with the new values supplied by the State
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Connection Maintenance and Field Update modules, respectively. New CRC is generated before the
message is transmitted over the switch in order to make sure the integrity of the data transmitted.

4.12 Crossbar Module
The crossbar is a switch fabric connecting 4 Ingress Message Engines (IME) and 4 Egress Message
Engines (EME). The switch fabric is constructed using 4x4 crossbars that connect the four IMEs to the four
EMEs with a maximum of 4 simultaneous paths available. The OPR (output Port Requester Module)
module is responsible for arbitrating for the Crossbar. Once the OPR get the output port number from the
SCM (State and Connection Maintenance) module it passes it to the Crossbar, which sends back a grant
(positive or negative).

Figure 17 below shows the high level diagram of the cross bar and the IMEs. The Crossbar is composed of
two main components the ControlBus and the DataBus. The ControlBus is responsible for the arbitration of
the Crossbar, the DataBus handles the message data transfer from OMB (Output Message Buffer) to the
IME buffers in the RAB.
Figure 17: Crossbar
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4.12.1 Control Bus
The Control Bus is composed of four DMuxes and four Arbiter units. A DMux and a Synchronous Bus
Arbiter for every bus of the four buses composing the Crossbar. The DMux converts the input port number
to four request lines attached to the different arbiters, OPRs can request one bus only. Every arbiter accepts
four requests coming from the different OPRs and asserts only one of its four grant outputs. I.e. grants the
bus to one of the 4 requesters (OPRs). Figure 18 shows the Control Bus logic diagram

Figure 18: Control Bus logic diagram
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4.12.1.1 Synchronous Bus Arbiter
An Arbiter unit is associated with every one of the four busses; the arbiter accepts four requests and grants
to the bus to one of them in a round-robin fair approach. The arbiter is composed of four identical
arbitration elements; each arbitration element handles a request. a A token is passed between the arbitration
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elements, the element assert the grant output only if it a request came while it has the token, in this case it
hold the token until the request goes down (release). In there is no request the element just passes the token
to the next element. Figure 19 below shows the Synchronous Bus Arbiter.

Figure 19: Synchronous Bus Arbiter
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The Arbiter has the following properties:
1) Mutual exclusion of the grant signals
2) Round-Robin time slots, every requestor (OPR) has two cycles time slots where it posses the
token. A requestor has to wait for the next time slot if it misses the current time slot. If there is no
request the time slot is wasted (other requesters cannot use the bus).
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3) Worst-case response time for a requester is 9 cycles when no body else is trying to get the bus. It
takes two cycles for an arbitration element to pass the token (in case there is no request). It takes
one cycle to load the token and another to grant the bus.
4) Output Port Requester can hold the bus as long as it needs, the grant line will remain logic high
until the OPR releases the bus by lowering the request line to logic zero.
5) The token is initially given to arbitration element0 associated with OPR0 (IME0).
Figure 20 below shows the arbiter element logic diagram.

Figure 20: Arbiter element logic diagram
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4.12.2 Data-Bus
This module contains the four data buses that connect every Ingress Message Engine (IME) to every Egress
Message Engine (EME) and is used to transfer the message data. Each EME has a dedicated bus; this bus
has inputs from the four IMEs. The grant line coming from a synchronous arbiter element, associated with
this bus, is the select used to choose which data to pass to the EME. Figure 21 below shows the logical
block diagram of the Data-Bus.
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Figure 21: Data-Bus logical diagram
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4.13 Egress Message Engine Interface (EME) Module
When a message arrives for a particular IME, the processor loads it into the appropriate FIFO. There is a
Write Address Pointer, which always points to the last word that was written by the processor. The IME
monitors this pointer and never reads past it. But when a message is ready to be sent from an EME to the
microprocessor, the EME writes one word at a time into the appropriate output buffer. When the last word
of the message is written, a “buffer_ready” flag is asserted by the EME to inform the microprocessor that it
can read from the buffer. When the entire message has been read, then a “buffer_empty” flag is asserted by
the processor to inform the EME that the next message may be written into the buffer.
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Figure 22 shows the block diagram of what’s inside the interface module. There are four of these, one for
each EME.
Figure 22: EME Interface Module
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In the figure 22, the following signals connect the Interface Module with its associated EME.
eg_dataX …..…....16 bits of message data.
eg_valid[X]……...informs the control logic that eg_dataX has new data.
buffer_ready[X]…asserted by the EME when it has written the last byte of data.

4.14 Pipelining In The Design
Whenever a new message is loaded into the Message engine by software, the Message Engine is pipelined
in to 5 different stages. The primarily reason of the pipeline was to reduce the simultaneous handshaking
among different modules thus to increase the performance of the Message Engine. The Message Engine
now runs speed of excess of over 33MHZ; this speed is above the requirement of the original design
specification. Figure 7 shows the different stages of the Message engine. Since the current implementation
of the Message engine supports message types of: Setup, Keep-Alive, Release, Connect and Failure, here is
how each message is processed inside the Message Engine.
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Stage 1 and 2:
When a Setup message arrives, it first passes through the Input Message Interface module. Its then fed to
the Message Parser and the CRC Checker in parallel. The Message Parser strips from the message the
Information Elements that are needed by other modules in the engine. The CRC Checker checks to make
sure there are no errors in the message data. When the CRC check is complete a flag is set to notify the rest
of the modules that the data in the message was valid or not.

If the CRC detects an error, the Message parser is the only module that reads any of the parsed Information
Elements. It reads the Call Reference of the dropped message and notes the reason for the drop. The
Parser will then update the Register Access Block with this information. The Register Access Block keeps
running statistics of how many messages are dropped and the reasons for these drops.

When a Keep-Alive, Release, Connect or Failure message arrives, it goes through the same process as the
Setup message.

Stage 3:
Assuming that the message did pass CRC check, the Forwarding Engine performs compressing between its
source and destination address of the message and determines which port number will the message be
forwarded to. If there is no valid port number for that particular message then an interrupt is generated and
reported to RAB. Only after a valid port number has been determined will the State Connection
Maintenance module start creating a new connection for the setup message. The SCM currently supports 8
multiple connections, if there is no connection available upon request for new connection the message is
dropped and reported to RAB through interrupt cause registers.

Assuming that new connection is available, the SCM modules determines if the current switch is first
switch or not, if it is the first switch the SCM generates a specific label for the messages and adds that label
to the table so that it can be used to search the table if keep-alive message follows the setup message later
before its timer expires. Otherwise, the message has it own label and that label is put into the table. The
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SCM adds new entry into the Mirror Cross-connect table (MCC) in the RAB and software reads that new
information and uses it to set the mirrors in the switch. If for some reason, the MCC table is not updated
then that messages is deleted from the table and interrupt signals will report to RAB that message has been
dropped.

On the other hand, in parallel the Field Update (FU) module updates the new message’s Time to Live
(TTL) value and the label. If the message is keep-alive the label is provided by the SCM module, otherwise,
its read from the Message parser module. Once the ACK module finds out the setup message has been
processed it generates Setup-Ack message.

At this stage, if the message is Keep-alive then, no port look up is performed in the Forwarding Engine just
the SCM searches its internal table to match the label associated with the Keep-alive message. If it finds a
match, it updates its keep-alive timer and keeps the connection alive for a period of time. If there is no
match the message is dropped and reported to RAB through interrupt signals. Release message follows the
same path as the Keep-alive message except the MCC table is updated.

Failure and Connect messages are not put into the table or no Mirror Cross-connection Table is updated but
will just pass through the switch. Software will handles them separately.

Stage 4:
The SCM provides the output port number and output label for any message type to the Output Port
Requester (OPR) to arbitrate for the crossbar. If the crossbar gives the go ahead that the message can be
sent then the Reassembly module sends the message through the bus. All message types go through the
same process of arbitration for available port number. Again CRC is generated to make sure the integrity of
the data transmitted.
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Stage 5:
Once the message goes through the crossbar its send to the Egress Message Engine Interface module and
sent through the buffer to the output port. See figure 7.

4.15 Message Engine Scalability Issues
Scalability is the primarily concern for future JIT protocol. The current design supports 4 input/output
ports, and as the number of port numbers of the design increases the current crossbar-switch will be the
bottleneck that determines the performance of the Message Engine. Thus, increasing the different traffic on
each port that simultaneously requesting the crossbar for available port number. I will show below tradeoff between current design crossbar scalability architecture versus other architectures such as: space
division switch architecture and shared memory architecture.

The three major categories of switch fabrics are: shared medium, shared memory and space division
architectures. Most of the commercially available switch fabrics are small (with fewer than 32 input and
output lines) built using shared memory or shared medium concept, both of which are inherently nonscaleable.

Researchers for designing switch fabrics for optical networks and integrated broadband communications
networks have investigated much architecture; frequently, these networks follow asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) protocols. Most of the existing architectures for building switch fabrics are not scaleable.

Current Message Engine signaling channel processing time or pipeline cycling time is T_fwd. T_fwd
depends on the scheduler, that includes the Output Port Requester (OPR) and Crossbar modules,
Forwarding Engine and State Connection Maintenance modules.

4.15.1 Crossbar Scalability
The current design switch fabric is constructed using 4x4 crossbars that connect the four IMEs to the four
EMEs with a maximum of 4 simultaneous paths available. Since the current Message Engine
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implementation only supports 4 inputs and output ports simple Round-Robin technique was implemented to
solve the contention in the crossbar. But as the number of ports in the design increases and the number of
wavelengths, the design will not scale well. Figure 23 below shows the effect of T_fwd has on signaling
message channel message handling and minimum burst size.

Figure 23: Effects of T_fwd
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6

Figure 24: Trade-off number of ports vs. time of processing of each message
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T_Crossbar = (msg_length / 4) * P * W + msg_length / 4

T_ Crossbar: time to configure crossbar and transmit a message (worst case)
Msg_length: average message length in bytes
P: Number of ports
W: Number of wavelengths per port
Current Message Engine implementation is based on the above figure crossbar and its clear from the graph
that as the number of ports of the design increases the performance of the Message Engine decreases.

4.15.2 Space Division Architecture
Researchers have predicted that networks based on space division architecture are bound to become
popular in the future, when larger switch fabrics will be required. However, most of these space division
architectures reported in the literature are variations and enhancements of the banyan network, which is a
multistage interconnection network (MIN) based on 2x2 switching elements. Only a single path exists
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between input port and output port and it suffers internal and external blocking. Results of research have
shown that banyan based systems require an excessive amount of buffering and are inefficient. Figure 25
below shows banyan network.
Figure 25: Banyan networks

4.15.3 Shared Memory Architecture
The main feature of the shared memory architecture is all processors can directly access all memory
locations in the system, thus providing a convenient mechanism for processors to communicate.
Convenient in the sense of location transparency and abstraction supported is the same as that on today’s
uni-processors. Memory is usually centrally placed. Symmetric multiprocessor systems use this centralized
memory approach, where each processor is connected to a shared bus. Thus shared bus handles all accesses
to main memory and I/O.

Shared memory architecture usually has dual port memory to store packets arriving from input ports. Cells
are organized in link lists, one per output port. All ports can read a packet from their link list and transmit
at the same time. But this usually requires high bandwidth, big memory size and costs a lot. Figure 26
below shows block diagram of shared memory architecture.
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Figure 26: Shared Memory Architecture

Chapter 5 Test Plan
5.1 Introduction
The test goals, the test environments to be build for testing the simulation, testing methodology and test
suite development. There are couple of test goals envisioned and test environments to test the protocol.

5.2 Test Goals
At present, 2 testing goals have been identified. They are: to develop two sets of test scripts and latency
comparison of packet switching, circuit switching and JIT switching. Only the first set of test was carried
out so far in the first phase of JIT implementation.

The first set of test scripts tested valid message formats and sequences for various services that our protocol
was intended to support and it validated normal operation of the signaling protocol implementation in all
test environments. The second one is intended to exhaustively test abnormal message formats and
sequences and will likely be used to validate correct operation of both the software and hardware protocol
implementation.
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A test environment will be developed at later stage for making a fair comparison of the three types of
switching protocols.

5.3 Test Environment
The test environments for the Message engine include
•

The simulation system

•

The hardware test system

•

ATDnet (Government Laboratory in DC area)

Test scripts are so far developed for testing the simulation system and the hardware system. All tests were
successful. Hardware testing environment included tests performed at the FPGA level in lab. Software
driver was used to test all basic functional test of the Message Engine.

5.3.1 Test Environment For The Simulation System
The simulations system is currently been developed in software with protocol testing and validation as its
main goal. The system will be developed in a such a way that there will be provision for plugging in
different algorithmic implementations of various components in order to test their efficiency and
operational tradeoffs of Optical Burst Switched (OBS) networks. The two sets of test scripts developed will
be used to test the system. Once validated, the software emulation system will be used to support the testing
of network alternative routing methods, signaling messages queuing disciplines, congestion problems and
other network inquires for OBS.

5.3.2 The Hardware Test Environment
The hardware test environment consisted of a PC with a FPGA evaluation board installed in it and highlevel computer simulation tests. (Altera’s APEX20KE400) FPGA chip was used for testing the Message
Engine. Basic sequence of messages was sent through the chip and the output ports were monitored to
validate the correct sequence of messages sent. All tests were successful.
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On the other hand, computer simulation tests were more robust such way that most important components
of the Message Engine were stress tested using controlled randomized environments. Robust test hardness
environments were built where bus functional models were deployed to rigorously verify design under
verification. The main modules, which were stress tested, are the Crossbar and the State Connection
Maintenance (SCM). Figure 27 below shows controlled randomized environment block diagram.

Figure 27: Controlled Randomized Environment
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5.3.3 ATDnet (Government Laboratory in Washington DC area)
Once the protocol testing using software emulation system and the hardware test environment is done, the
final test is done in ATDnet to confirm our results. The software emulation system will be developed in
such a way that a part of the code will be reused for testing in the ATDnet. The software will be executed
in PCs and, with appropriate device drivers, actually control wavelength switching in the ATDnet optical
switches.

The motivation for doing the hardware signaling message engine and not stopping with the software
implementation is multifold.
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1) Hardware implementation lends great credibility to the claim that the signaling protocol is suitable
for running hardware.
2)

Having FPGA code that potentially could be cast into silicon is going to add credibility to
arguments about the viability of implementing an OBS network.

5.4 Test Suites
Currently no test suites are carried out but they will be developed as described in ISO/IEC International
Standard 9646 –(1-3). A complete set of test purpose will be developed after a through study of the current
draft of the specification. During the evolution of test cases, a through evaluation of protocol robustness
and validation will be done. Remote test method is going to be used for actual protocol implementation and
on-the-system test method for the simulation.

Three test suites will be developed:
1) Conformance test suite to evaluate the simulation system against the protocol specification
2) Performance testing to evaluate the implementation under different traffic and load conditions to
see how well it performs.
3) Comparison test suite to evaluate Just-In-Time switching protocol against Circuit Switched and
packet Switched protocol.

Finally, all tests directly or randomly that were carried out in high-level computer simulations or in the
board FPGA level did pass with the expected results. Tests developed for first phase of the Message engine
do fulfill the requirement of the signaling message protocol.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work

This project accomplished its of goal of demonstrating that Just-In-Time signaling message engine has the
promise of being able to provide either circuit-switched or packet-switched services. JIT signaling message
engine can now better utilize the variable parameters that can exist within both an optical and a wireless
network (frequency availability, data rate differences), etc.

We started with initial proposal, developed new specification for the JIT protocol. Based on the
specification and the target network environments, we developed an implementation and experimentation
plan for the protocol; initial focus was on implementing the JIT signaling message engine within the
Government's Advanced Technology Demonstration Network (ATDnet) in the Washington DC area.

Computer simulations and FPGA lab implementations results showed that the message engine has
functionally fulfilled its initial specification requirements. Thus, all tests were successful.

On the other hand, in 25 years, it is our belief that communications will be bi-modal. All landlines will be
optically based, with optical access to the user or device, which is a client of the network. All backbone
connections will be across optical trunks. Networking will be predominantly implemented in the "optical
layer", with little or no additional layering above it. Optical networks will be mostly a transparent transport
media for applications. Wireless services, whether by radio or satellite, will be predominantly used for
mobile user access to the network (i.e. what some refer to as local loop access).

The primarily role of the JIT in future work are assumed to be: Multicasting, QoS support, and wireless
interoperability will be the main constraints in determining addressing schemes, routing assumptions, and
the protocol message formats. Analytic and simulation models must be used to study the properties of
these designs and to make sure that efficient hardware-assisted implementation is possible.
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Routing and network management architectures must be defined for JIT networks. An effort has to be put
to build proof of concept implementation. Great deal of time is needed to spend on variety of performance
tasks such as alternate routing issues and development of capabilities to model congestion in mesh JIT
networks. Existing transport layer protocols (especially TCP) do not match up well functionally with JIT.

Currently, we began addressing JIT network adapter architecture and design for simple digital signals, but
lots of work remains to associate realizing signal transparency, especially in the analog signal domain.
Physical optics of long haul systems requiring EDFAs has gain dynamic problems for which good solutions
don't exist. Cost effective fast switch technology is an open issue. Similar problems are associated with all
optical dynamic wavelength conversion. The Tell and Go approach of JIT networking can be applied to bus
protocols inside the CPU.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ADP

Active Data Path

ATDnet Advanced Technologies Demonstration Network
DWDM Dense Wave Division Multiplexing
JIT

Just In Time Signaling

JITPAC Just In Time Protocol Acceleration Card
FEC

Forward Error Correction

IE

Information Elements

IME

Ingress Message Engine

MCC

Mirror Cross Connect table

MIPS

Millions of Instructions Per Second

NNI

Network Network Interface

OSS

Optical Service Switch

OBS

Optical Burst Switch

QoS

Quality of Service

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol
TCP

Transport Control Protocol

BRI – Buffer Ready Interrupt
CTI – Connection Timeout Interrupt
CTR – Connection Timeout Register
EMD – Egress Message Data
EME – Egress Message Engine
EMH – Egress Message Header
FMD – Failure Message Data
ICR – Interrupt Cause Register
ISR – Interrupt Service Routine
IMR – Interrupt Mask Register
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MCC – Mirror Cross Connect
RAB – Register Access Block
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